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Intentional Learning!
The TALK ANIMAL LANGUAGE series was created to:

● Nurture awareness of how all animal species communicate; 
● Foster an appreciation for the value all living beings bring to our planet; 
● Comprehend animal language that is unique, yet similar to humans; and 
● Encourage developing a natural skill for talking to any animal!

Each lesson activity is a stand alone interactive playbook. However, it is recommended 
Lessons 1, 2, and 3 be used in this order, as the progressive information and activities 
build upon one another in each book. 

Format = Activity Play!
The book content is purposely concise! 
This activity guide provides:

● Carton quotes to fill in
● Ideas to sample and  try out
● Explore and discover techniques
● Practical practice play sheets

This activity guide is flexible for every learning style! 
EVERY answer is correct! The more creative the response the more fun!

Print! 
Copy and use pens, colored pencils, crayons, and markers on the activities.

Digital Activity! 
Digitally set up with write-in text boxes when purchasing these products at 
Patty Ann’s Pet Project store at TeachersPayTeachers.com.

 

Thank YOU & Enjoy!
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In this Playbook 
You Will Learn…
♥ How Animals & People Talk

♥ Animal Coaching Advice 

♥ Why Intuition Plays an Important Role 

♥ How Good Vibes Send Messages

♥ Helpful Receiving Pointers 

♥ How to Feel the Connection

♥ How to See the Image-Picture

♥ How to Allow the Receptive Flow

♥ Why Listening Skills Count BiG

♥ Intuition Assessment & Checklist 

♥ How to Validate Messages

♥ The Power of Touch 

♥ Why Animal Humor Makes Us Laugh

Activities Include…
► Reflective Writing

► Self Assessments

► Thinking and Doing Exercises

► Lots of Practical Practice & How-to-Dos

► Play Sheets to Connect, Send & Receive 
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How Animals & People Talk

Animals & Humans can have great conversations by...

  Showing their BEHAVIORS (Includes Voice)

  Sending Visual IMAGES & PICTURES

  Sharing their EMOTIONS

Any or all of the above can be used at the same time!
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Good Vibes Sending Tips
 
How are you going to PREPARE  yourself?

☻Smile > Get in a good mood 

☻Breathe slow and deep

☻Feel your body relax  

☻Open your heart energy

☻Set a clear simple communication intention

☻Send your heart energy out to the animal

Is there another way you will prepare yourself to send a message?

How are you going to SEND your message?

♥ Present a relaxed attentive self

♥ Be easy, calm and straight forward

♥ Say words vocally, or in thoughts

♥ Share a picture or image 

♥ Send emotions from your heart

What else might you do when sending your message?
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Feel the Connection
So HOW do you know when you are connected to your animal friend?

By observing behaviors! You can visually see an animal looking at you attentively. 
They will often perk, or adjust, their ears. Dogs will wag their tails. Cats may rub up 
against you. Livestock may lick their lips in acknowledgment. An animal may take a 
step forward, or approach you. Watch closely as behaviors can be obvious, subtle, or 
delicately quiet. 

Your intuition may let you know with silent words, a knowing, a body sensation or a 
feeling that reciprocal energy is streaming between you and your new furry friend.

Next time you greet an animal pay attention to the slightest of sensations…
● A thought that comes, that is not your own. 
● A body-spine tingle, a gut or heart felt emotion.
● A happy or sad feeling, unlike how you currently feel.

If an animal does not respond it can mean many things!

1) The animal has not experienced human communication of this kind prior. Solution: 
Try again or over several days, so you both can find a meeting of the minds.

2) The animal cannot hear you, or doesn’t respond. Solution: Play with- and/or adjust 
your energy to find their animal energy channel. 

3) Just like people, the animal may be preoccupied, or uninterested, or tired.
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Practice Connecting Play Sheet
How did you mentally and/or physically PREPARE?

How do  you know a Connection Occurred? Give details or NA for did not apply.
Observations

Image/Pictures

Emotions

Feelings

Knowing

Hearing

Sensations

Other Intuition
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Get the Picture!
Just like a movie, images and pictures tell a complete story. You and your animal can 
talk in pictures, but typically a picture will be passed along as a reply, when a simple, 
clear question is asked.

● An image can be anything that is seen.

● Many animals talk in pictures.

● Pictures can tell a whole story.

● Experiences can be images too!

● Pictures can come with words.

● Pictures can carry emotions.

● When you ask a clear question
the picture sent is explicit. Meaning,
it can be worth 1000 words!

● Mental Imagery is transferred by thought,
so a picture will show up in your 3rd eye area.

Have you ever seen a picture in your head?
Perhaps someone asked you to visualize a diagram?
Or maybe an image just showed up in your thoughts?
Explain your picture experience!
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Allow the Flow
Animal communication methods are applied with your 
energy, yet there are many variables. Allow the reception to 
flow by remaining open with your mind, heart and soul. 

● Seek the channel to the animal energy, by feeling his/her 
vibration. Let your mind wander to find this awareness.

● Species of animals may differ in their transmissions, thus 
familiarity with a species is very helpful.

● Your receptivity will depend on your sensitivities and how 
you gather information. Be easy. Relax. Have fun!

● How attuned are you to listening? Or, does your mind get 
distracted? Take deep breaths. And refocus.

There are so many factors at play. Can you describe other 
reasons it may be challenging to have a conversation?Previe
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Intuition Checklist
Here are common intuitive sensitivities. 
Check off all that apply during communicating with an animal.
Add additional sensitivities you experience under Other.

□ Receive random thoughts

□ Ideas that pop into your mind

□ Hear non-spoken words or phrases

□ See images or scenes play out

□ Know information instantly

□ Feel energy fields

□ See or feel auras

□ Get body sensations

□ Have gut feelings

□ Feel another’s emotions

□ Receive heartfelt emotions or messages

□ Other: 

□ Other: 

□ Other: 

“WOOF”
SAYS I

KNOW IT All! 
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Listening is an Important Skill!
Listening is an important aspect of good communication skills. It's not always easy to 
do, and here are some reasons why:

● Noise from any source outside yourself can be so distracting that it may be hard to 
hear, focus, be attentive, or respond, to any type of message.

● Health impairments are caused by physical ailments. When you are not feeling 
well it is difficult to carry on a conversation.

● Information overload is Too Much Information taken in too fast. Over an extended 
period of time TMI wears a person’s brain out. You can only focus your attention for 
so long before your mind wanders off and you lose focus. 

● Detailed, or complex, messages that contains too much new data can easily 
confuse and lose listeners. Remember, you are learning a new language. It takes 
time to develop this new skill.  Remember how IT feels to get back to that sweet 
tuned-in spot of communicating with every animal you meet.

● Personal reasons are your own immediate concerns. Problems can also make it 
difficult to give your full undivided attention towards another living being.

Do any of these reasons fit you? Or, do you have another reason for why it can be 
hard to hear someone else...be it a person or an animal.

 I AM LiSTENiNG.
ARE YOU?Previe
w



Touch a Heart – Love Their Soul!
How you pet or caress an animal is your choice. Use your intuition and let your heart 

guide your movements. There is no wrong way. Just do it your way with LOVE!

     Use touch as you talk with an animal.
 Your hand can transmit  welcoming energy.
          And it can relax the recipient.

Touching animals through 
play is awesome fun for all. 
Elephants love their water 
playtime at the Elephant
Jungle Sanctuary in Thailand. 

Elephant skin may be tough,
but their hearts are huge with 
soft emotion and kind spirit.

Visit the Elephant 
Jungle Sanctuary on 

Channel PattyAnn.net 
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Assess Areas of Touch
Animals delight in the human touch. And animals have zones where petting 
is a pure pleasure.

Light caresses, and deep massages, benefit our well being. Physical 
sensations stimulate our systems and help circulation. Plus, just feel good.

Here are common body zones on animals that can get massaged, rubbed, 
itched, scratched, caressed, and petted. Check off all that apply when 
interacting with an animal. And make notes of behaviors with regards to 
touch for future reference.

□ Back □ Spine  □ Tail □ Neck

□ Feet □ Toes  □ Legs   □ Thighs

□ Ears □ Face □ Mouth   □ Chin

□ Chest □ Shoulder □ Hands □ Fingers  

□ Head □ Eyes □ Nose □ Forehead

□ Other: □ Other:

Notes:

Can I Have a 
BiG Ear Rub?
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Thank YOU for Previewing!

Your Ratings & Comments are Appreciated!

Other Books in this Series:

Your Purchase Supports

Every Animal

      Deserves Comfort!

         
   Thank YOU!
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